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Abstract. This paper analyses the effects of government policies on private finance for investment in 

renewable energy (the inducement effect). We also study whether direct provision of public finance for a 

project increases the likelihood of raising private finance (the leverage effect). Using the Bloomberg New 

Energy Finance database, we construct a unique dataset of asset finance transactions for renewable energy 

projects with worldwide coverage. We find that, in contrast to quota-based schemes, price-based support 

schemes are positively correlated with investors’ ability to raise private finance. We also find that while 

public finance successfully ‘leverages’ private finance for the targeted projects, this effect is in fact 

negative when considering projects which have not received any funds from public sources. We propose 

alternative explanations of the results.  
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USING PUBLIC POLICY TO INDUCE PRIVATE FINANCE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY 

PROJECTS: EVIDENCE FROM MICRO-DATA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Achievement of ambitious environmental objectives often requires mobilizing large volumes of finance to 

undertake the necessary investment. The question of how public policy can help direct private funds 

towards green investment has become particularly acute in the context of climate change. In fact, finding 

ways for public policy to effectively increase private financing of environmental projects has become one 

of the central elements of the current climate policy debate. This concerns not only investment in 

generation capacities but increasingly also infrastructure investment because the fiscal situation in many 

countries has reduced the scope for public investment.  

Historically, early mitigation policies were primarily directed at encouraging the development of energy 

technologies that could provide large quantities of relatively cleaner energy at affordable cost. However, 

progress on this front has been slow, implying that large volumes of finance are required to achieve climate 

mitigation goals. This raises the question of the government’s ability to leverage private sources to 

undertake the required investments. Therefore, attention has been increasingly shifting to addressing 

complementary factors that might hamper technology deployment, such as capital market failures, 

regulatory barriers and policy uncertainty, institutional and administrative barriers, infrastructure, etc.  

According to the IEA “nine out of ten technologies that hold potential for energy and CO2 emissions 

savings are failing to meet the deployment objectives needed to achieve the necessary transition to a low-

carbon future” (IEA 2012). Many countries have set domestic renewables targets whose achievement will 

require mobilizing significant volumes of finance to undertake the investment. For example, the German 

Federal Ministry for the Environment has estimated that to achieve the “green energy transition” in 

Germany about EUR 200 billion in cumulative investment will be required during a ten year period to 

2020, essentially to invest in renewable energy generation.
2
 These actions are likely to generate the need 

for additional infrastructure such as expansion of power grids or construction of new energy storage 

capacities to accommodate the increase in renewable energy generation, much of which is intermittent or 

physically dispersed (e.g. Benatia et al. 2013). According to RTE, the French electricity grid operator, 

addressing this issue will require USD 700 billion worth of investment in the world’s 16 largest power 

grids over the next 10 years (Reuters 2012). Overall, the IEA estimates that achieving a low-carbon energy 

sector requires total investments of USD 140 trillion to 2050 (IEA 2012). The persistent scarcity of 

financing for renewable energy (and other mitigation) technology deployment has become central to the 

public debate.  

Obviously, governments play an important role in providing funding support. However, public finance 

cannot, and should not, be the sole source of finance for such investments. Moreover, given the fiscal 

context in many countries directing public funds towards these ends is proving increasingly difficult. As a 

result, governments are seeking to ‘leverage’ private sources of finance to the greatest extent possible, 
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either through providing project funding directly
3
 or through designing policies that incentivize such 

private investment indirectly.
4
 This paper examines both of these questions.  

The paper analyses the effects of government policies on private finance for investment in renewable 

energy and investigates the following two principal research hypotheses. First, the analysis examines the 

effect of a range of public policies on the ability of investors to raise private finance for renewables 

projects (the inducement effect). Second, the analysis examines whether direct provision of public finance 

for a project increases the likelihood of raising private finance (the leverage effect).  

There are several reasons why investors face difficulties raising capital for renewable energy projects. 

These difficulties mainly relate to capital market imperfections (e.g. difficulties to obtain credit, limited 

financing for high-risk investments or for projects with a long pay-off period) that arise due to asymmetric 

or imperfect information, risk aversion, or agency problems.
5
 Other market conditions may create 

additional barriers for raising capital, such as market power, entry and exit barriers, network effects and 

consumption externalities (slow adoption of innovations). All these conditions have been addressed in the 

general finance and investment policy literature.  

While the conditions exposed above are generic for all firms and types of projects, investment in renewable 

energy is specific because it concentrates (a) high ratio of up-front investment costs to operation costs 

(incl. fuel and maintenance), compared with conventional alternatives; the extent to which this matters will 

depend on investors’ discount rate; (b) high risk – typical for investments in early-stage technologies 

whose long-term viability is yet to be proven; (c) long pay-off period – slow capital turnover is typical for 

most energy sources; and (d) large volume of investment funding required – again, a rather typical feature 

of the energy sector. The specificity of renewables is the particular combination of these characteristics 

into an investment profile that does not match the typical size of fund allocations available and the risk-

return profile that investors typically require.
6
 
7
 

Insofar as public policy has a potential to influence the risk-return profile of renewables projects, 

governments should be interested in how different policy instruments and their designs might alter these 

parameters, and hence the likelihood of raising private finance for renewable energy projects. Two types of 

distinction come to mind. First, some policy instruments provide a one-off subsidy or incentive (e.g. 

investment grants, accelerated depreciation) while others provide a stream of ‘benefits’ over a certain time 

horizon (e.g. tradable obligations, tax credits, feed-in tariffs and premiums). The effect on project finance 

will depend on the direction in which they change the risk-return profile of projects so that it better 

matches those sought by investors. Second, some policy instruments have direct fiscal implications through 

budgetary or tax expenditures (e.g. tax credits) while the implications of some other instruments might be 

more indirect and diffuse (e.g. tradable certificates). This might affect the credibility of policies in the eyes 

of investors. This report, and the project more broadly, seeks to provide empirical evidence to support a 

discussion on the importance of such characteristics in policy instrument choice and design. 

In more general terms, unpredictable changes in policy or uncertainty over future policy action might 

further exacerbate the risk-return profile. In this respect, some instruments might be viewed more 
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 For example, the German government-owned development bank Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) will provide 

EUR 100 billion over the next 5 years to support the country’s renewables policy objectives (Bloomberg 

2011). 

4
 See OECD (2013a) and Corfee-Morlot et al. (2012) for discussions. 

5
 For seminal papers see e.g., Stigler (1967); Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). 

6
 Concerning the last point, see e.g., Kaminker and Stewart 2012; Della Croce et al. 2011; ETP 2012. 

7
 For a recent cross-country study see, e.g. Criscuolo and Menon (2011). 



favourably by investors than others. For example, the extent to which an instrument depends directly on 

public budgets might affect its credibility (e.g. subsidies and grants).
8
 Clarity of regulations and incentives 

provided by policy instruments might also play a role. For example, uncertainty over grant allocation rules 

makes it difficult for investors to evaluate the risk-return profile of potential investments. On the contrary, 

programmed adjustments to existing regulations or support formulas based on parameters that are linked to 

market developments provide a predictable signal and thus do not exacerbate market uncertainty (e.g. feed-

in tariff adjustment based on total capacity installed in a given year).  

However, isolating these effects in practice is complicated not least because they are to some extent 

correlated with policy stringency. Indeed, the effect of a policy instrument will depend first and foremost, 

on the level of its ambition – the strength of its commitment to achieving a given policy objective. 

However, in practice alternative policy instruments implemented in different countries, or within a country, 

are often of very different ambition. For example, to isolate the differential effect of quota versus price-

based renewable support schemes, one would need to compare two schemes of equivalent level of 

ambition (see OECD 2011 for an in-depth discussion). Therefore, this paper uses a novel dataset of the 

levels of support through alternative policy instruments to better control for differences in policy 

stringency.  

It must be underlined that the difficulties to obtain financing due to the failure of markets to allocate capital 

efficiently are distinct, and additional, to the presence of environmental externality. Addressing the latter is 

typically a pre-requisite for an investor to seek financing for environment-related projects. Indeed, public 

policy that aims to encourage greater penetration of renewable energy sources must first help create 

demand for such type of energy (by providing incentives that close the gap between production costs of 

energy from renewable relative to fossil sources) and, as explained above, also address the specific 

difficulties of raising funds for such investment projects. The simultaneity of two market failures – the 

environmental externality and capital market imperfections – implies that it might be difficult to design 

public policies in a manner that addresses the two failures optimally. This paper seeks to provide empirical 

evidence to support a discussion on the most effective design of such policies. 

2. DATA ANALYSIS 

2.1. Financial micro-data  

The Bloomberg New Energy Finance database (BNEF 2012a) is used to construct measures of private and 

public finance directed towards renewable energy. BNEF maintains a relational database that includes 

information on financial transactions associated with “new energy” (defined as renewable energy 

generation, energy storage, carbon capture and storage, etc.). According to the metadata, the database 

covers all countries worldwide with relevant projects above a certain threshold capacity. For example, 

projects with at least 1 MWe of installed capacity in geothermal, solar and wind energy generation, 1-50 

MW for hydropower, and all marine energy projects are included (BNEF 2012b). We distinguish three 

basic data objects in the database – projects, deals (financial transactions) and organisations (firms, 

government agencies, etc.).  

In this paper, the BNEF database is used to construct a dataset of renewable energy projects, the asset 

finance deals used to finance these projects, and the organisations associated with them. An asset finance 

deal is defined as an investment in a specific renewable energy project. The relationship between these 

three data objects is rather complex at times. For example, a project can be financed and re-financed 

through multiple financial deals and, in turn, a given deal might finance multiple projects. Moreover, 

numerous organisations are often associated with a given project (owner, developer) and deal (equity-
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provider, debt-provider). An organisation can take on one or several of such “roles”, and there might be 

multiple organisations taking on a given role. For example, there might be multiple organisations listed as 

developer of a project, or as debt provider in an asset finance deal. 

To construct the dataset, the renewable energy projects were matched with the associated asset finance 

deals using BNEF’s relational identifiers. Thereafter the descriptive data were retrieved on the various 

organisations associated with these projects and deals. This is done through name-matching (99% 

precision). The final dataset includes 5300 asset finance deals, 4439 projects and 3810 distinct 

organisations associated with these projects and deals. The projects cover 6 types of energy generation 

technologies (wind, solar, biomass, geothermal, marine, and small-scale hydropower), are located in one of 

90 countries worldwide and span the 2000-2011 time period. 

Two models are constructed to investigate the two principal hypotheses. First, the aim is to examine the 

effect of renewable energy policy instruments on investors’ ability to raise private finance (Section 2.2). 

The deal level is the appropriate scale to investigate this question because investors strike deals in 

situations facing, among other things, various renewable energy policies. However, if government policies 

do not address the environmental externality appropriately then this lack of policy incentives might “return 

through the back door”. In other words, if policies are not well-designed or do not provide sufficiently 

stringent signals then direct provision of public finance might be required for projects to be completed. 

Therefore, the second hypothesis concerns the ‘leverage’ effect of public finance. Consequently, this issue 

is examined at the project level (Section 2.3). 

2.2. The role of policy instrument choice and design to induce private finance 

In this paper, financial transactions are classified as private or public according to the ownership status of 

the organisations that provided the debt and/or equity financing. Asset finance deals are classified as 

“public” if they are provided via direct government spending and state-owned enterprises. Deals are 

classified as “private” if they encompass family-controlled enterprises, quoted companies, joint ventures, 

consortia, partnerships, pre-institutional funding
9
, special purpose vehicles, subsidiaries and firms funded 

with private equity or venture capital.
10

 The private finance of a deal is then defined as the disclosed 

transaction value associated with private providers of finance.  

To explain the variation in the private asset finance deals, we specify the following equation: 

                     
         

            
        

            [1] 

where d (=1,…,D) indexes the asset finance deals. The dependent variable                 is the 

disclosed transaction value of a deal associated with a private finance provider. As explanatory variables 

we include vectors (shown in bold) of attributes that describe the deal itself as well as the related projects 

and organisations.  

DEALd is a vector of deal characteristics such as “date of close” (year), deal status (announced, completed, 

abandoned) and transaction type (new build, acquisition, refinancing). A variable measuring the “gearing 

                                                      
9
 Defined as companies that have been set up, usually to commercialise intellectual property or technology, but are 

either at a very early stage or have not yet raised funding from an incubator, venture capital, private equity 

company or corporate venturer. They may be spin-outs from a university, company or other organisation, 

or they may have just been founded by an entrepreneur to exploit a market need (BNEF 2012b). 

10
 The remaining three organisation types – charity/non-profit association, individual/angel network, and defunct – are 

included in the “private” category for the sake of completeness, to avoid having to drop them. They 

concern a very small share of organisations – 0.2% of debt providers and 1% of equity providers. 



ratio” is included reflecting the share of debt on the total value of the deal (debt + equity). Gearing ratio is 

a measure of exposure to debt, and as such, it is used as a measure of risk. The expected sign of this 

variable is negative. Included are also variables describing the term (in years) of the long-term debt 

(Tranche A Tenor) and the associated interest rate to be paid measured as spread (in basis points) over the 

interbank rate (Tranche A Pricing). As mentioned above, in some cases a deal provides financing for 

multiple projects and one would expect that this will increase the value of the deal. Finally, a variable is 

included that measures the generation capacity (in megawatts) financed by the deal. 

PROJECTd is a vector of characteristics of the project being financed by deal d such as physical location 

(country) and generation technology (sector). ORGd is a vector of characteristics of the organisations 

associated with the deal such as the number of debt-providers and the number of equity-providers.  

Finally, POLICYd is a vector of variables representing the various policy instruments and measures aimed 

at encouraging investment in renewable energy projects. Although the deals included in our sample span a 

certain window, they each were “closed” at a given date and thus can be associated with a policy 

framework that was in force in that year, country and sector. Two sets of policy variables are constructed, 

using information from two separate renewable energy policy databases.  

Binary policy variables 

First, binary variables are constructed indicating the presence of a policy instrument or measure, by 

country, year and sector, based on information obtained from the Policies and Measures Database 

maintained jointly by the International Energy Agency and the International Renewable Energy Agency 

(IEA/IRENA 2012). The database contains information on more than 1300 renewable energy policies in 92 

countries, classified with the respect to the targeted sector (e.g. biofuels for transport, biomass for power), 

policy type and its status (described below). The policy instruments and measures are classified in one of 

the 40 different “policy types”, grouped hierarchically in six major categories (incl. economic instruments, 

information and education, policy support, regulatory instruments, research development and deployment, 

and voluntary approaches). In this paper we only focus on those policies with a potential to provide 

investment incentives, including the following six types of instruments: feed-in tariffs/premiums, tax 

relief/credits, green certificates, obligation schemes, support programmes for technology deployment and 

diffusion, and support for technology demonstration projects. For each policy, its current implementation 

status is reported (planned, in force, ended, superseded) and this information is used in the construction of 

our policy dummies.  

The database includes two distinct categories related to portfolio quotas – green certificates and obligation 

schemes – whose precise definition is unclear. While green certificates are classified among “economic 

instruments”, and are thus probably meant to be the more market-based of the two quota systems, 

obligation schemes are classified among “regulatory instruments”. Many of the data entries for green 

certificates include countries with renewable energy certificate schemes, while several of the entries for 

obligation schemes include countries with renewable portfolio standards or targets. However, for others the 

reasons why a particular policy is classified as one or the other one remains somewhat unclear. 

Ideally, the “policies” included in the database would describe a specific policy instrument or measure 

targeting selected sectors. Converting such records into binary variables is straightforward. However, the 

difficulty arises when records represent broader policies (e.g. strategies, programmes, initiatives) and thus 

are potentially applicable to multiple sectors and policy types, or when policies are not coded at a 

sufficiently detailed level in the database. Records that are classified as applicable to multiple renewable 

energy sectors are, most often, programmes that truly have implications for many renewable energy sectors 

(e.g. Norway’s CO2 tax on mineral products). In this paper some of those entries are considered – those 

applicable to “all” sources and to “power” – to generate our policy dummies. We investigate separately 
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whether our findings vary from those when such records are not included, concluding that this has no 

effect on our results. 

While most records in the database represent national policies (60%) there are a large number of 

“supranational” policies (35%) – e.g. multilateral technology platforms and EU-level policies to be 

implemented by individual member states. In this paper, such records are excluded because individual 

countries may choose to employ different policy instruments to achieve the same objectives (concerning 

the six policy types used in this paper, this effectively amounts to excluding only four records). The 

remaining records (5%) represent “state/regional” policies and clearly the coverage of state/regional 

policies in the IEA/IRENA database is much less complete than for national policies. We test whether 

inclusion of such policies affects our findings compared to those when such records are not included and 

we conclude that this is indeed the case. For this reason, in this paper such state/regional policies are not 

considered. Our policy dummies thus represent “national” policies.  

Overall, there are 68 countries with some kind of support through the selected six policy instruments in at 

least one year during 2000-2011 and at least one of the six sectors. Feed-in tariffs/premiums and support 

for technology deployment and diffusion are among the most common (41 and 47 countries, respectively), 

followed by tax relief (38), technology demonstration (34) and obligation schemes and green certificates 

(20 and 12). 

Continuous policy variables 

Second, continuous variables are constructed for selected policy instruments based on the OECD 

Renewable Energy Policy Database (OECD-EPAU 2013) – an update and extension of the dataset 

originally used in Johnstone et al. (2010). In this paper, this dataset is used to construct continuous 

measures of feed-in tariffs (average tariff in USD per kWh using 2011 prices) and renewable energy quotas 

(percent limits) for the 12-year period of the study. In countries where such policies are introduced at the 

regional level, we use the average level weighted by electricity generation. Compared with the 

IEA/IRENA database the OECD-EPAU also covers regional/state policies and this might be important in 

some countries (e.g. Australia, Canada, India, Indonesia, and USA).  

Overall, there are 47 countries with one of the two instruments in place in at least one year during 2000-

2011 and at least one of the sectors. There is considerable variation in countries’ experience as they 

experimented with various combinations of approaches at different points in time. While some countries 

have had feed-in tariffs (FIT) in place continuously throughout the entire 2000-2011 period (e.g. Germany, 

Spain, Portugal, China, Argentina, India), others have only introduced them recently (e.g. Indonesia, 

Uruguay, Malaysia, Japan, Finland). Similarly, renewable energy quotas (REQ) have been in place in the 

USA throughout the time period, while introduced in India and Spain only recently. Finally, while some 

countries initially introduced feed-in tariffs and later switched to quotas (e.g. Sweden, Italy), there are 

others where quotas were later complemented with feed-in tariffs or premiums (e.g. Australia, India, Italy, 

Poland, UK, Japan, Spain, and USA). 

Turning back to equation [1], the remaining variation in the dependent variable is represented as an error 

term (  ). 

Our estimation sample includes 5,300 deals, with wind energy (47%) as the most frequent sector followed 

by solar (18%), biomass (17%), small hydro (16%), geothermal (2%) and marine energy (0.4%). Following 

a slow start, the number of deals increased substantially in 2005 to attain a maximum in 2008, and 

remained stable in recent years (Figure 1). 



Figure 1. Sample statistics: Number of asset finance deals by year and sector 

 
 

In total, 90 countries are represented, with China, India and the United States as the most frequent 

locations (Table 1). Overall, almost half of the sample is located in Asian countries (48%), followed by 

Europe (29%), North America (14%) and the rest of the world. 

Table 1. Sample statistics: Number of (private) asset finance deals by country  

 

Nb. of deals in sample 

China 1560 29% 

India 783 15% 

United States 554 10% 

Spain 350 7% 

Germany 253 5% 

United Kingdom 209 4% 

Brazil 208 4% 

Italy 182 3% 

Canada 150 3% 

France 130 2% 

Korea 89 2% 

Australia 59 1% 

Portugal 59 1% 

Chile 54 1% 

Poland 51 1% 

Czech Republic 36 0.7% 

Vietnam 31 0.6% 

ROW 542 10% 

Sample total 5300 100% 

 

In terms of their dollar value, about one half of all deals were in wind energy and this share has been more-

or-less stable over 2000-2011. Biomass was the second most important sector in the first half of the 

decade, progressively replaced by solar energy towards the end of the decade (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Sample statistics: Value share of asset finance deals by year and sector 

 
 

The average value of a (private) deal has risen over time starting from below USD 30 million in 2000 to 

almost USD 70 million in 2011 (in current prices). On average, deal values are lowest in marine energy 

and highest in solar and wind energy, although in 2011 geothermal came first (Figure 3).   

Figure 3. Sample statistics: Average value of asset finance deals by year and sector (3-year moving average) 

 
 

The highest (private) deal values are in Spain, followed by the US and the UK (Table 2). Summary 

statistics for the remaining variables are shown in Table 3. (A table of pairwise correlation coefficients is 

included in Annex A1.) 
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Table 2. Sample statistics: Average private value of asset finance deals (USD million, current prices) 

Project location Solar Wind Geothermal Biomass 

Small 

hydro Marine 

All 

renewables 

Nb. of deals 

in sample 

Spain 128.8  101.4 

 

55.3  

  

114.3 350 

United States   67.2  96.3  28.8  40.7    118.7  

 

77.6 554 

United Kingdom 

 

  72.9  

 

84.8  

  

74.3 209 

Canada   91.0    90.6  

 

      35.9     20.8  

 

68.9 150 

Italy   55.6    77.8  

    

68.5 182 

Australia 

 

  76.3  

    

62.6 59 

Germany   35.2    72.4  

 

55.6  

  

57.7 253 

Chile 

 

115.3  

 

26.4  21.8  

 

47.0 54 

China   38.8    68.6  

 

37.5  17.6  

 

44.6 1560 

Brazil 

 

  62.8  

 

34.5  31.3  

 

40.5 208 

Korea   33.7    57.4  

    

39.9 89 

France   39.9    29.7  

    

32.5 130 

Viet Nam 

    

16.8  

 

17.4 31 

India   26.3    18.9  

 

10.7  11.5  

 

16.7 783 

All countries in sample   64.6    64.2  48.0  41.0  22.1  12.2  53.0 5300 

Nb. of deals in sample 928 2514 83 881 874 20 5300 

 Note: For selected countries, averages are shown if there are at least 10 deals in the sample. 

Table 3. Summary statistics: Model variables 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

PrivateFinance_Deal (million USD) 5300 53.002 98.367 0.027 2500 

CapacityFinanced_Deal (MW) 5300 31.998 60.018 0.002 1763 

Deal Status – Announced 5300 1.89E-04 0.014 0 1 

Deal Status – Completed 5300 0.990 0.099 0 1 

Deal Status – Abandoned 5300 0.010 0.098 0 1 

Transaction Type – New Build 5300 0.868 0.338 0 1 

Transaction Type – Acquisition 5300 0.083 0.277 0 1 

Transaction Type – Refinancing 5300 0.048 0.215 0 1 

Gearing Ratio 5300 0.220 0.372 0 1 

Tranche A Tenor 5300 1.587 5.436 0 40 

Tranche A Pricing 5300 26.68 162.51 0 1525 

Nb. of Debt Providers 5300 1.241 0.984 1 16 

Nb. of Equity Providers 5300 1.148 0.459 1 8 

Nb. of Projects Financed 5300 1.317 1.720 1 31 

Public Finance (binary) 5300 0.103 0.304 0 1 

   Policy variables (binary)   

    Feed-in Tariffs/Premiums 5300 0.553 0.497 0 1 

Tax Relief 5300 0.608 0.488 0 1 

Green Certificates 5300 0.156 0.363 0 1 

Obligation Schemes 5300 0.442 0.497 0 1 

Technology Demonstration 5300 0.349 0.477 0 1 

Technology Deployment & Diffusion 5300 0.416 0.493 0 1 

   Policy variables (continuous)   

    Feed-in Tariffs (USD) 5300 0.100 0.168 0 1.599 

Renewable Energy Quotas 5300 0.018 0.034 0 0.182 
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A log-linear model is estimated based on equation [1]. Several alternative model specifications are 

estimated and statistical significance based on robust standard errors is reported in Table 4. The regression 

achieves a rather high goodness-of-fit (R-squared = 0.76) and results are consistent with prior expectations. 

For example, deals that finance projects with bigger generation capacity also tend to be bigger in dollar 

terms. Deals for “new build” tend to be bigger than acquisition or refinancing deals. Greater risk due to 

exposure to debt (gearing ratio) lowers the value of deals, as does the interest rate paid. Finally, deals that 

involve multiple providers of debt financing, or those that finance multiple projects, tend to be bigger in 

dollar value. 

Our interest is primarily directed at the results related to our principal hypothesis – the role of public 

policy. The coefficient estimates of both feed-in tariff/premium and of tax relief/credit measures are 

positive and highly statistically significant, while the estimates of green certificates and obligation schemes 

are insignificant (model D1). Similarly, neither of the RD&D support variables is significant. In the 

alternative model specification (D2) the binary variables for feed-in tariffs and certificates/obligation 

schemes are replaced with their continuous counterparts. These results are consistent with those discussed 

above. Feed-in tariffs are positive and highly significant, while the effect of renewable energy quotas is 

statistically insignificant.
11

 
12

 

What is the rationale to explain these findings? There are two elements to the answer – how governments 

address the environmental externality and what is done to alleviate the additional capital market 

imperfections. First, it is possible that different types of instruments might not generally be of equivalent 

degree of ambition, with for instance the quota schemes likely to be less ambitious than many feed-in tariff 

schemes. This might be due to differences in countries’ underlying environmental policy objectives but 

equally important might be differences in the suitability of an instrument as a means to overcome political 

obstacles and gain public acceptance for ambitious policy objectives. Second, some types of policy 

instruments might be better suited to deal with the specific capital market imperfections relevant for 

renewables projects (see discussion in the Introduction). For example, feed-in tariff or tax credit schemes 

might provide a more predictable revenue stream for project owners and developers, in contrast to 

alternative instruments such as the various quota-based schemes that might be more illiquid and opaque 

(e.g. over-the-counter transactions) making it difficult for investors to assess future revenue streams.  

Next, a dummy variable representing the asset finance deals that are publicly financed (or co-financed) is 

included and interacted with our policy variables. The results (models D3 and D4) confirm our previous 

findings concerning the effects of policy instruments. In addition, the analysis suggests that deals where at 

least a portion of financing originates from public sources tend to involve smaller volumes of private 

finance (the sign of the variable is negative and significant). Moreover, there is some evidence that the 

effect of tax relief and support for technology deployment/diffusion might be stronger in the presence of 

public co-financing. The contrary is found for demonstration programmes indicating that while such 

programmes might facilitate raising private finance, provision of additional public finance might be 

counterproductive. 

                                                      
11

 These findings are robust to exclusion of potential outliers. To test this, the first and the last percentile of observations are 

excluded from the sample (and also the first 5% and the last 5%) and the results are qualitatively the same for 

feed in tariffs and tax relief (not reported here). There are two notable differences. First, the coefficient of 

obligation schemes (binary) is now negative and significant. For a possible rationale, recall that this dummy 

represents the more regulatory approaches compared to the more market-based green certificates dummy. 

However, the continuous measure of REQ remains insignificant. The second difference is that support for 

technology deployment is now significant, with a positive sign. 

12
 In an alternative specification, we also test inclusion of a variable representing the growth in a country’s electricity 

consumption as a measure of changing market opportunities. We do not report the results because the variable is 

never statistically significant. 



Table 4. Deal-level regression estimates 

Dependent variable: ln(PrivateFinance_Deal)    (D1)    (D2)    (D3)    (D4) 

ln(CapacityFinanced) 0.861*** 0.862*** 0.864*** 0.865*** 

 

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) 

Deal Status – Completed (base) (base) (base) (base) 

Deal Status – Announced 0.157*** 0.149*** 0.15*** 0.15*** 

 

(0.027) (0.028) (0.026) (0.027) 

Deal Status – Abandoned 0.056 0.045 -0.020 -0.024 

 

(0.103) (0.104) (0.102) (0.104) 

Transaction Type – New Build (base) (base) (base) (base) 

Transaction Type – Acquisition -1.035*** -1.034*** -1.04*** -1.037*** 

 

(0.065) (0.065) (0.065) (0.065) 

Transaction Type – Refinancing -0.682*** -0.695*** -0.7*** -0.712*** 

 

(0.065) (0.065) (0.063) (0.063) 

Gearing Ratio -0.08** -0.081** 0.047 0.044 

 

(0.038) (0.038) (0.036) (0.036) 

Tranche A Tenor 0.01*** 0.01*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 

 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) 

Tranche A Pricing -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0002*** -0.0002*** 

 

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) 

Nb. of Debt Providers 0.054*** 0.054*** 0.079*** 0.078*** 

 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.011) (0.011) 

Nb. of Equity Providers -0.067*** -0.064*** 0.062** 0.064** 

 

(0.024) (0.024) (0.026) (0.026) 

Nb. of Projects Financed 0.017** 0.017** 0.016** 0.015** 

 

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

Feed-in Tariffs/Premiums (binary) 0.179***  0.194***  

 

(0.039)  (0.039)  

Feed-in Tariffs (continuous)  0.403***  0.336*** 

 

 (0.115)  (0.108) 

Tax Relief (binary) 0.257*** 0.291*** 0.265*** 0.319*** 

 

(0.05) (0.047) (0.05) (0.046) 

Green Certificates (binary) -0.025  -0.056  

 

(0.059)  (0.057)  

Obligation Schemes (binary) -0.039  -0.086  

 

(0.075)  (0.075)  

Renewable Energy Quotas (continuous)  -0.272  -0.469 

 

 (0.901)  (0.881) 

Tech. Demonstration (binary) 0.081 0.065 0.1* 0.093* 

 

(0.054) (0.054) (0.055) (0.055) 

Tech. Deployment & Diffusion (binary) -0.029 -0.039 -0.053 -0.058 

 

(0.068) (0.067) (0.069) (0.068) 
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Table 4. Deal-level regression estimates (cont.) 

 

   (D1)    (D2)    (D3)    (D4) 

PublicFinance   -0.719*** -0.677*** 

 

  (0.069) (0.063) 

PublicFinance × FIT/FIP (binary)   -0.087  

 

  (0.076)  

PublicFinance × FIT (continuous)    -0.264 

 

   (0.208) 

PublicFinance × Tax Relief (binary)   0.167** 0.081 

 

  (0.076) (0.078) 

PublicFinance × Green Certificates (binary)   -0.034  

 

  (0.151)  

PublicFinance × Obligation Schemes (binary)   0.069  

 

  (0.12)  

PublicFinance × REQ (continuous)    1.236 

 

   (1.29) 

PublicFinance × Tech. Demonstration (binary)   -0.201* -0.229** 

 

  (0.119) (0.117) 

PublicFinance × Tech. Deployment & Diff. (binary)   0.17** 0.141 

 

  (0.085) (0.109) 

Country dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Sector dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Nb. of Observations 5300 5300 5300 5300 

R-squared 0.7619 0.7614 0.7751 0.7742 

Adjusted R-squared 0.7563 0.7558 0.7694 0.7686 

Note: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1% significance levels. Robust standard errors in parentheses. For categorical variables “base” indicates the 
reference level. 

 

 

Finally, analysis is conducted using another set of policy variables constructed using the OECD’s Product 

Market Regulation index (Conway and Nicoletti 2006) for the electricity industry, available for a smaller 

set of mostly OECD countries. The results (models D5 and D6 in Table 5) suggest that a greater degree of 

vertical integration in the electricity supply industry is correlated with lower volumes of private finance 

deals. 

 
  



Table 5. Deal-level regression estimates 

Dependent variable: ln(PrivateFinance_Deal)    (D5)    (D6) 

ln(CapacityFinanced) 0.861*** 0.857*** 

 

(0.027) (0.027) 

Deal Status – Completed (base) (base) 

Deal Status – Announced (dropped) (dropped) 

Deal Status – Abandoned 0.151 0.134 

 

(0.11) (0.106) 

Transaction Type – New Build (base) (base) 

Transaction Type – Acquisition -0.757*** -0.783*** 

 

(0.095) (0.096) 

Transaction Type – Refinancing -0.483*** -0.476*** 

 

(0.139) (0.137) 

Gearing Ratio 0.151** 0.151** 

 

(0.063) (0.063) 

Tranche A Tenor 0.007** 0.006* 

 

(0.003) (0.004) 

Tranche A Pricing -0.001*** -0.001*** 

 

(0.0002) (0.0002) 

Nb. of Debt Providers 0.071** 0.071** 

 

(0.033) (0.033) 

Nb. of Equity Providers 0.026 0.022 

 

(0.045) (0.045) 

Nb. of Projects Financed 0.011 0.012 

 

(0.011) (0.011) 

Electricity Market Regulation -0.132  

 

(0.11)  

EMR (entry)  -0.034 

 

 (0.082) 

EMR (public ownership)  0.112 

 

 (0.088) 

EMR (vertical integration)  -0.15** 

 

 (0.06) 

PublicFinance -0.691*** -0.703*** 

 

(0.17) (0.176) 

PublicFinance× EMR 0.060  

 

(0.05)  

PublicFinance× EMR(entry)  -0.006 

 

 (0.065) 

PublicFinance× EMR(public ownership)  0.036 

 

 (0.051) 

PublicFinance× EMR(vertical integration)  0.028 

 

 (0.05) 

Country dummies Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes 

Sector dummies Yes Yes 

Nb. of Observations 1295 1295 

R-squared 0.736 0.738 

Adjusted R-squared 0.724 0.724 

Note: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1% significance levels. Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
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2.3. The role of direct provision of public finance in leveraging private finance 

At the project level, a measure of the private finance allocated to a given project (               ) is 

constructed by aggregating across all deals associated with a given project as shown in [2]. It is the sum of 

the private finance transaction values (               ) of all deals associated with project p, where d 

(=1,…,D
p
) indexes the asset finance deals associated with project p:  

                ∑                

  

   

 [2] 

The measure of public finance directed towards a project is calculated in a similar manner, as the value of 

asset finance deals associated with renewable energy projects that originate from public sources (i.e. 

publicly-owned providers of finance). The variable is measured as the total disclosed transaction value of 

all public deals (or their fractions) associated with project p. Thus, the sum of these two variables equals 

the total value of the project (valued in terms of construction costs).  

To explain the variation in project private finance, the following regression equation is specified: 

                                      
            

         [3] 

where p(=1,…,P) indexes the projects. The dependent variable                 is the sum of 

disclosed transaction values of all private deals associated with project p. Similarly, the variable 

               is the sum of disclosed transaction values of all public deals associated with project p. As 

control variables we include attributes that describe the project itself as well as the related deals and 

organisations. PROJECTp is a vector of project characteristics such as physical location (country), 

generation technology (sector), financing date (year), project status (planned, commissioned, or 

suspended/ended) and generation capacity (in megawatts).  

ORGp is a vector of characteristics of the organisations associated with the project (owner and developer). 

Such organisational characteristics are all expressed in percentage terms because there might be multiple 

organisations listed as project owners or developers. First, a variable measuring the percentage of local 

owners is included. It is hypothesized that a project owner doing business in its home country will benefit 

from a better knowledge of the local legal, regulatory and institutional framework, increasing the 

likelihood of obtaining project financing. Similarly, a variable measuring the percentage of local 

developers is included because foreign project developers might have better access to foreign capital (and 

technology). Hence, unlike in the former case, the expected sign of this variable is negative. In addition, 

we include a variable measuring the average number of past projects of developers in order to capture the 

degree of expertise in the renewables industry. Finally, the average exposure to new energy of the 

developers is included. According to BNEF metadata, exposure to new energy is itself measured by the 

percentage of funds raised by the organisation to be spent in “new energy” activities. Turning back to 

equation [3], the remaining variation in the dependent variable is represented as an error term (  ). 

The full estimation sample includes 4439 projects, with wind energy (48%) as the most frequent sector 

followed by small hydro (20%), solar (17%), biomass (12%), geothermal (2%) and marine energy (0.4%). 

This is similar to the distribution of deals, with the notable exception of small hydro with its much greater 

share of projects. Figure 4 gives the break-down by sector and time. Among the total of 90 countries 

represented, China ranks first with 30% of projects, followed by the US, Spain, India and Brazil (Table 4). 

Overall, the most frequent location are Asian countries (43%), followed by Europe (32%) and North 

America (13%). 



Figure 4. Sample statistics: Number of projects by year and sector 

 

 

Table 6. Sample Statistics: Number of projects by country 

 

Nb. of projects in sample 

China 1327 30% 

United States 447 10% 

Spain 385 9% 

India 370 8% 

Brazil 297 7% 

Germany 208 5% 

United Kingdom 162 4% 

Italy 161 4% 

France 144 3% 

Canada 140 3% 

Portugal 101 2% 

Czech Republic 45 1% 

Poland 43 1% 

Australia 41 1% 

Korea 35 1% 

Viet Nam 31 1% 

Chile 30 1% 

Ireland 30 1% 

ROW 442 10% 

Sample total 4439 100% 
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Figure 5. Sample statistics: Share of public finance on total project asset financing  

 

Out of the total 4439 projects, there are 624 projects that are co-financed by funds from both private and 

public sources. The contribution of public finance towards these projects varies substantially across 

countries, with rates above 50% in emerging economies such as Brazil and India contrasting with rates 

below 20% in OECD economies such as Portugal, Canada and Spain (Figure 6). 

Figure 6. Sample statistics: Share of public finance for co-financed projects 

 

Note: Countries shown have at least 8 publicly co-financed projects, as indicated by the figures shown above bars. 



Based on the sample of 624 co-financed projects, the contribution from public sources is highest in 

geothermal energy (67%) and small hydro (63%), followed by biomass (44%), solar (43%), marine (33%) 

and wind energy (31%). However, there is large variation over time in the sample of co-financed projects. 

For example, in geothermal and solar energy the role of public finance has exhibited a U-shaped curve (in 

the 20%-60% range); in biomass and small hydro public finance has been relatively stable over time 

(hovering in the 40%-60% range most of the time); and in wind energy public finance has become 

increasingly important over time from a low of 10% in the early 2000s to a high of 40% in 2011 (Figure 7). 

Figure 7. Sample statistics: Share of public finance for co-financed projects (3-year moving average) 

 

Summary statistics for the remaining variables, using the two alternative samples are shown in Tables 7 

and 8. (The corresponding pairwise correlation coefficients are given in Annex A2-A3.) 

Table 7. Summary statistics: All projects (full sample) 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

PrivateFinance_Project 4439 87.92 167.06 0 1400 

PublicFinance_Project 4439 16.39 63.62 0 1200 

CapacityMW_Project 4439 33.74 53.37 0.004 905 

Project Status – Planned  4439 0.0248 0.1555 0 1 

Project Status – Commissioned 4439 0.9613 0.1930 0 1 

Project Status – Suspended/Ended 4439 0.0140 0.1174 0 1 

Owners’ Avg Exposure to “New Energy" 4439 0.6746 0.1563 0.0925 0.75 

Local Owners % 4439 0.8306 0.3550 0 1 

Local Developers % 4439 0.8710 0.3202 0 1 

Developers’ Avg Nb of Past Projects 4439 9.1662 18.0706 1 225 
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Table 8. Summary statistics: Co-financed projects (restricted sample) 

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

PrivateFinance_Project 624 143.03 214.04 0.315 1393 

PublicFinance_Project 624 86.03 127.88 0.1125 1200 

CapacityMW_Project 624 43.82 60.35 0.02 630 

Project Status – Planned  624 0.0176 0.1317 0 1 

Project Status – Commissioned 624 0.9712 0.1675 0 1 

Project Status – Suspended/Ended 624 0.0112 0.1054 0 1 

Owners’ Avg Exposure to “New Energy" 624 0.6223 0.1917 0.0925 0.75 

Local Owners % 624 0.8608 0.3027 0 1 

Local Developers % 624 0.8956 0.2741 0 1 

Developers’ Avg Nb of Past Projects 624 7.7456 11.6194 1 85 

Public First 543 0.0221 0.1471 0 1 

Private First 543 0.1805 0.3849 0 1 

 

We fit a log-linear model to estimate parameters in equation [3]. Recall that the aim is to assess the extent 

to which direct provision of public finance increases the volume of private financing committed to a 

project. First, the model is estimated on the full sample of 4439 projects (model P1 in Table 9). 

Interestingly, the coefficient is negative and statistically significant suggesting that overall – for all projects 

– direct provision of public finance is correlated with smaller volumes of private finance committed.  

What is the rationale for the negative sign? There are three alternative explanations: First, it might indicate 

that public and private finance are pure substitutes (the crowding-out hypothesis); Second, it might be that 

private project owners demand provision of public finance, for example as a condition for future 

cooperation (the hold-up hypothesis). The third possibility is that public finance supports precisely those 

projects that have had difficulty raising private finance, simply because they are not economically viable. If 

this were confirmed, it would be a warning that in the absence of well-designed renewables policies 

(including raising the price of carbon), governments have no other choice than to support projects directly 

using public finance to enable project completion (the backdoor hypothesis).  

While the first two hypotheses assume that the cost per megawatt is equal for co-financed and for purely 

privately financed projects the third one implies that these costs are different. It turns out that overall (all 

sectors) the cost per MW of co-financed projects is 24% higher than for privately-financed projects – a 

statistically significant difference (t = 2.49). At the sector level, statistically significant differences are 

found for onshore wind (24%) and small hydro (125%); for comparison, solar has 7%, biomass 8%, 

geothermal 13% and offshore wind 2% difference, although all statistically insignificant. These results 

provide some evidence that the first and second hypotheses can be rejected, at least for some sectors.  

The interesting question is thus the role of direct provision of public finance for co-financed projects. 

Therefore, the model is estimated on a sub-sample of 624 co-financed projects (model P2 in Table 9). The 

coefficient is positive and highly statistically significant suggesting that provision of greater volumes of 

public finance for a given project is correlated with more private co-financing of those projects.
13

 

The sequencing of private versus public deals through successive financing rounds of a given project might 

provide further clues about which of the above hypotheses is more likely to explain the results. In 

                                                      
13

 Public co-financing is particularly common in China. Therefore as a robustness check we exclude Chinese projects 

from the sample. The results are very similar (for all models reported in Table 9). 



particular, it is interesting to note that there are 33 projects with the first deal being publicly financed 

followed by a privately financed deal. A dummy variable PublicFirst is constructed to represent these 

cases. Conversely, there are 145 projects where the first deal was privately financed and then followed by a 

publicly financed deal. A PrivateFirst dummy represents these cases.  

Obviously it only makes sense to examine the effect of sequencing on the sample of projects that switch 

between sources of finance (i.e. co-financed projects with multiple deals), excluding those where the first 

deal was financed by both private and public sources. The estimated coefficient for the PublicFirst dummy 

is insignificant, suggesting that there is not sufficient evidence to reject the possibility that it is equal to 

zero (model P3 in Table 9). For all we know, public finance provided in the primary financing round has 

no effect. Conversely, the coefficient for the PrivateFirst dummy is positive and significant, suggesting 

that projects that are initially financed using private funds are more likely to obtain public finance in the 

future. This result supports our third hypothesis discussed above (the backdoor hypothesis). It indicates 

that public finance is used to secure completion of projects that are unable to raise sufficient volume of 

private financing in the first place.  

While our interest is primarily directed at the coefficient estimate of the public finance variable, results of 

the remaining covariates also deserve some discussion. For example, the size of the project matters – 

projects with greater generation capacity raise more financing, as expected. Another result is that project 

owner(s) whose portfolio is more exposed to “new energy” tend to raise more private financing – a finding 

consistent with investment banking advisory logic that it is less risky to provide financing for companies 

that have a track record of activity in the sector, sector contacts, established relationships, etc. Finally, it is 

noteworthy that having a local developer facilitates raising private finance for co-financed projects but not 

for projects overall, perhaps due to ties with public financing agencies or domestic requirements. 

Finally, it is interesting to relate the findings on the role of direct provision of public finance to those on 

the role of public policy measures (discussed in Section 2.2). Recall that the effects of feed-in 

tariffs/premiums and tax relief/credit measures on private finance are found to be positive and statistically 

significant, while no such evidence is found for the various quota schemes (model D2 in Table 4). It turns 

out that these results are driven entirely by the sample of deals associated with privately funded projects. 

When model D2 is re-estimated on the sub-sample of deals associated with co-financed projects (that is, 

those of model P2 in Table 9) none of the policy measures are statistically significant. This suggests that in 

the presence of public (co-)financing, public policy incentives (such as feed-in tariffs and tax relief) have 

no impact on investors’ ability to raise private finance, indicating that public policy measures and direct 

provision of public finance are substitutes for one another. 
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Table 9. Project-level regression estimates 

Dependent variable:      (P1)      (P2)     (P3) 

   ln(PrivateFinance_Project) 

 

Full sample 

(All projects) 

Restricted sample 

(Co-financed projects) 

Restricted sample 

(Co-financed projects) 

ln(PublicFinance_Project) -0.308*** 0.461*** 0.586*** 

 

(0.016) (0.055) (0.054) 

ln(CapacityMW_Project) 0.902*** 0.436*** 0.361*** 

 

(0.041) (0.050) (0.049) 

Project Status – Commissioned (base) (base) (base) 

Project Stauts – Planned -1.852*** -0.321 0.327 

 

(0.368) (0.460) (0.904) 

Project Status – Suspended/Ended -0.619 -0.384 0.110 

 

(0.389) (0.493) (0.377) 

Owners’ Exposure to “New Energy” 1.151*** 0.723*** 0.663*** 

 

(0.359) (0.208) (0.216) 

Local Owners % -0.205 -0.008 -0.167 

 

(0.136) (0.221) (0.205) 

Local Developers % -0.247 0.407* 0.794*** 

 

(0.160) (0.284) (0.271) 

Developers’ Nb. of Past Projects -7.85e-06 -0.0002 0.0017 

 

(.0026) (0.003) (0.0032) 

Public First   -0.157 

 

  (0.325) 

Private First   1.080*** 

 

  (0.114) 

Country dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Sector dummies Yes Yes Yes 

Nb. of Observations 4439 624 543 

R-squared 0.415 0.772 0.832 

Adjusted R-squared 0.3997 0.742 0.805 

Note: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1% significance levels. Robust standard errors in parentheses. For categorical variables “base” indicates the 
reference level.   



3. CONCLUSION 

This paper sets out to test two principal hypotheses – concerning the effect of public policies and of public 

finance on investors’ ability to raise private finance for renewable energy projects. Using historic data on 

financial transactions, it is found that policy instrument choice matters a great deal. There is evidence that 

price-based instruments such as feed-in tariffs (or premiums) are positively correlated with the volume of 

private finance raised, while no evidence to this end is found for quota-based instruments. This might be 

because feed-in payment schemes provide a more predictable investment incentive, similar to tax relief 

(tax credit) measures whose effect is also found to be positive. These findings are confirmed by two 

distinct sets of policy variables based on independently collected datasets.  

In the absence of well-designed policy incentives addressing the environmental externality associated with 

renewable energy, governments might have to resort to direct provision of public funding to support such 

investments. While evidence is found that direct provision of public finance towards a project is positively 

correlated with private finance raised for the targeted projects, the data also suggest that the sequencing of 

public versus private funds is important. In fact, we find no evidence of a ‘leverage’ effect of public 

finance provided in the primary financing round. On the contrary, the available evidence seems to indicate 

that public finance often “follows” private finance deals, perhaps as a means to secure completion of 

projects that are unable to raise sufficient volume of private financing in the first place. This would explain 

why co-financed projects tend to be 24% more costly (per megawatt installed) than projects that rely solely 

on private finance.  

Our analysis also suggests that in the presence of public (co-)financing of a given project, public policy 

incentives (such as feed-in tariffs and tax relief) have no impact on investors’ ability to raise private 

finance, indicating that public policy measures and direct provision of public finance are substitutes for one 

another.  

Implications of these findings for policy are twofold: First – concerning policy design – differences across 

countries in environmental policy ambition certainly play a key role: a more ambitious policy mix will 

always provide a stronger signal to investors, independent of the choice of policy instrument through 

which this signal is transmitted.
14

  

However, in the presence of uncertainty over future policy actions or lack of commitment to a long-run 

policy objective, some policy instruments imply a greater degree of commitment on the part of the 

government. Therefore, the second implication – concerning policy instrument choice – is that some 

instruments might be, in general, better suited to alleviate the particular risk-return profile of renewable 

energy investments. In particular, policy instruments that provide a more predictable revenue stream (e.g. 

some types of feed-in tariff/premium schemes) might be more suitable than policy instruments that are 

more illiquid and opaque (e.g. certain designs of renewable energy credits traded in over-the-counter 

transactions).  

However, this comes at a cost – depending on future market conditions the government might find that it is 

bearing a higher level of risk than is required to meet its policy objectives. This arises from the difficulties 

associated with using a single instrument to address two distinct failures in the market.
 
Moreover, if there 

is sufficient divergence between actual and expected outcomes then the government may choose to 

abrogate on its previous commitments.  For instance, there have been cases in which feed-in tariff 

schedules have been changed retroactively. In due course this will affect investors’ perception of the 

credibility of apparent commitments over many years.     

                                                      
14

 This statement holds in general. Whether or not an ambitious policy is viewed as being ‘credible’ will depend on 

the type of instrument and its design characteristics – as discussed below.  
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ANNEX 

Table A1. Pairwise correlation coefficients (based on sample from models D1-D2) 

 

Deal 
Status 

Announ. 

Deal 
Status 
Aband. 

Trans. 
Type 

Acquis. 

Trans. 
Type 
Refin. 

ln(Cap. 
Finan) 

Gearing 
Ratio 

Tranche 
A 

Tenor 

Tranche 
A 

Pricing 

Nb. of 
Debt 
Prov. 

Deal Status – Announced 
         Deal Status – Abandoned -0.0014 

        Transaction Type – Acquisition -0.0041 -0.0018 
       Transaction Type – Refinancing -0.0031 0.0137 -0.0681 

      ln(Capacity Financed) 0.0124 0.0114 0.0572 0.0869 
     Gearing Ratio -0.0081 -0.0284 -0.0770 0.3382 0.0888 

    Tranche A Tenor -0.0040 -0.0235 -0.0329 0.1449 0.0697 0.4481 
   Tranche A Pricing -0.0023 0.0046 -0.0329 0.0483 -0.0160 0.1667 0.2333 

  Nb. of Debt Providers -0.0034 -0.0222 -0.0448 0.2017 0.1897 0.3991 0.3858 0.0666 
 Nb. of Equity Providers -0.0044 0.0229 -0.0470 0.0016 0.0445 0.0104 0.0724 -0.0344 0.1124 

Nb. of Projects Financed -0.0025 0.0212 0.1817 0.1775 0.2076 0.1493 0.0867 0.0302 0.1515 

Feed-in Tariffs/Premiums 0.0133 -0.0284 -0.0114 -0.0928 -0.0109 0.0135 0.0812 0.1114 0.0201 

Feed-in Tariffs (cont.) -0.0014 0.0253 0.0052 -0.0128 -0.2774 0.1860 0.1661 -0.0251 0.0964 

Tax Relief 0.0122 -0.0173 -0.0090 0.0560 0.1179 -0.0570 -0.0222 0.0263 -0.0171 

Renew. Energy Quotas (cont.) -0.0075 0.0160 0.0786 0.1968 -0.0066 0.1789 0.0906 0.0411 0.1108 

Green Certificates -0.0056 0.0259 0.0793 0.0331 -0.0191 0.1289 0.0508 -0.0155 0.0234 

Obligation Schemes -0.0089 0.0035 0.0739 -0.0201 -0.1326 0.0925 0.0185 0.1706 -0.0262 

Tech. Demonstration -0.0056 0.0152 0.1292 0.1469 0.0891 0.1588 0.0599 -0.0250 0.1065 

Tech. Deployment & Diffusion -0.0101 -0.0073 0.2015 0.2032 -0.0248 0.3503 0.2678 -0.0457 0.2528 

 

 

Nb. of 
Equity 
Prov. 

Nb. Of 
Projects 
Financed 

Feed-in 
Tariff/ 

Premium 

Feed-in 
Tariff 

(cont.) 
Tax 

Relief 

Renew. 
Energy 
Quotas 
(cont.) 

Green 
Certif. 

Obligat. 
Schemes 

Tech. 
Demo. 

Nb. of Projects Financed -0.0216 
        Feed-in Tariffs/Premiums -0.0005 -0.0467 

       Feed-in Tariffs (cont.) 0.0288 -0.0058 0.2842 
      Tax Relief 0.0274 -0.0285 0.2394 -0.1011 

     Renew. Energy Quotas (cont.) 0.0200 0.0307 -0.2082 -0.0783 0.4018 
    Green Certificates -0.0055 0.0684 0.0042 0.0972 0.1537 0.4030 

   Obligation Schemes -0.0460 0.0389 0.3025 0.0947 0.0253 0.1981 0.6058 
  Tech. Demonstration 0.0354 0.0641 0.0178 -0.0649 0.1375 0.3508 0.2128 0.1437 

 Tech. Deployment & Diffusion 0.0580 0.1410 0.0477 0.2770 0.0775 0.4813 0.2114 0.1485 0.5097 

 

  



Table A2. Pairwise correlation coefficients (based on sample from model P1) 

 

Public 
Finance 

Capacity 
MW 

Project 
Status 

– Susp/End. 

Project 
Status 

– Comm. 

Owner 
Exposure 

New Energy 

Local 
Owners 

% 

Local 
Develop. 

% 

PublicFinance_Project 
       CapacityMW_Project 0.1610 

      Project Status – Suspended/Ended -0.0078 0.0079 
     Project Status – Commissioned 0.0065 0.2210 -0.0189 

    Owners’ Avg Exposure to “New Energy" -0.0830 -0.1287 -0.0061 0 
   Local Owners % 0.0378 0.0021 0.0045 -0.1187 0.0710 

  Local Developers % 0.0478 -0.0021 -0.0190 -0.0952 0.0359 0.7269 
 Developers’ Avg Nb of Past Projects -0.0030 0.0743 -0.0178 -0.0070 0.0519 -0.0355 -0.0466 

 

Table A3. Pairwise correlation coefficients (based on sample from models P2-P3) 

 

Public 
Finance 

Capacity 
MW 

Project 
Status 

– Susp/End. 

Project 
Status 

– Comm. 

Owner 
Exposure 

New Energy 

Local 
Owners 

% 

Local 
Develop. 

% 

Developer 
Avg Nb 
of Past 

Projects 
Public 
First 

PublicFinance_Project 
         CapacityMW_Project 0.2523 

        Project Status – Suspended/Ended -0.0014 -0.0081 
       Project Status – Commissioned 0.0784 0.1644 -0.0143 

      Owners’ Avg Exposure to “New Energy" 0.0136 -0.1570 -0.0483 -0.0736 
     Local Owners % 0.0130 -0.0623 -0.0181 -0.0424 0.2514 

    Local Developers % 0.0596 -0.0563 -0.0427 -0.0823 0.1125 0.6781 
   Developers’ Avg Nb of Past Projects 0.0056 0.1246 -0.0052 -0.0369 -0.0074 -0.0594 -0.0982 
  Public First 0.0317 0.0674 -0.0145 0.3160 -0.0568 -0.0637 -0.1032 -0.0587 

 Private First -0.0598 0.0838 -0.0452 -0.0536 0.1416 0.0890 0.0157 0.1037 -0.0705 

 


